Effect of the loci of visual cues on ability of polyrhythmic bimanual movement.
The present study investigated whether the deviation of the performed movement cycle from the required cycle during polyrhythmic bimanual (BM) movement depends on the loci of the visual cues that guide the rhythm of finger movements. Twelve healthy right-handed males rhythmically abducted and adducted the index finger or index fingers with the rhythm of the visual cues. During UM movement, the visual cue guiding the rhythm of finger movement was provided in the left or right visual hemifield. During 2:3 polyrhythmic BM movement, two visual cues, one guiding the rhythm of the left finger movement and another guiding the rhythm of the right finger movement, were provided in a single visual hemifield, or each visual cue guiding each finger movement was provided in each visual hemifield. During polyrhythmic BM movement, the cycle duration of the slower side of the movement guided by the rhythm of the visual cues provided in one visual hemifield was shorter than the required cycle duration, and the magnitude of the shortage in this condition was greater than that guided by each visual cue provided in each visual hemifield. Slower side of the movement is more precisely performed by each visual cue guiding each finger movement in each visual hemifield rather than that guided by visual cues provided in one visual hemifield during polyrhythmic BM movement. This may be explained by bottle-neck model in which visual information overflows the processing capacity when two visual processes are simultaneously provided in a single visual cortex.